The country is in greater danger than it has been since 1861. This is not merely our opinion, and is not merely a party opinion. It is the profound belief of patriotic men without distinction of party and in every section of the country.
Gilded Age Republicans were notorious for attacking their Democratic opponents by waving the bloody shirt, a campaign tactic designed to activate the historical remembrance of the Civil War among Northern voters. Carefully selected, the wartime memories used by bloody-shirt Republicans became as familiar as the scriptures: GOP candidates reminded Northern voters of the party of Lincoln's firmness in the face of secession and portrayed the wartime Democratic party as treasonous, hijacked by Southern fire-eaters during the secession crisis, and closely associated with Northern Copperheads during the fighting itself. They also dramatically recalled the suffering of Union soldiers, especially prisoners-of-war, in the struggle to save the nation. Speaking directly to the North's enormous cohort of Union veterans, GOP candidates exhorted, "Vote as you shot." The tactic of waving the bloody shirt, always controversial within the GOP-many in the party thought its heated rhetoric needlessly inflamed sectional tensions between North and South-became even more contested in the 1880s, when the rhetorical focus shifted toward memories of the GOP's role in emancipation and in securing African Americans the right to vote. The last stand of bloodyshirt Republicans came in January 1891 with the defeat in Congress of the Force Bill, legislation designed to use Federal police power to enforce black suffrage in the South. By 1896, then, the day when Republican party candidates could marshal remembrance of the Civil War to win elections seemingly had become a thing of the past.! Yet a striking feature of the momentous 1896 presidential campaign was the role that Civil War-era memory played in the successful effort of William McKinley to defeat William Jennings Bryan. By the mid-1890s the GOP was led by a new generation intimately associated with the emergent corporate capitalist elite-most notably Mark Hanna, a successful Cleveland industrialist, McKinley's closest adviser and presidential campaign manger-and its political language had shifted away from the racial commitments of the previous generation of party leaders. Stunned by Bryan's nomination and alarmed by his appeals to both rural and working-class laborers, the 1896 Republican campaign crafted an electoral strategy that emphasized a renewed nationalism based on sectional reconciliation. Speaking to a group of Confederate veterans visiting his Canton home in October 1896, McKinley articulated the new Republican creed when he proclaimed, "Let us remember now and in all the future that we are Americans, and what is good for Ohio is good for Virginia."@ Tragically, however, the GOP's shift from a sectional to a national strategy was predicated upon the party's acceptance of the racial apartheid that by the mid-1890s had taken firm hold in the South. Most tellingly, the 1896 Republican platform, for the first time since the end of the Civil War, omitted any demand that the Federal government use its police power to guarantee black suffrage in the South. This omission, the New York Times noted approvingly, was an important indication of McKinley's "sagacity . . . in depreciating sectional division and appealing to a common patriotism to protect the Nation's honor."# In 1896, then, GOP leaders, indifferent to the intensified attacks on the social and political rights of African Americans and eager to promote a patriotic nationalism based on the reconciliation of whites in the North and South, distanced the party from its historical role in revolutionizing U.S. race relations during the Civil War and Reconstruction.
In restructuring the public remembrance of the Civil War to further its nationalist message, the McKinley campaign mobilized a potent but racially neutral historical memory, the secession crisis of 1861. In comment typical of GOP rhetoric Henry Cabot Lodge wrote shortly after Bryan's nomination that those aligned against the Democratic candidate were "fighting to save the country from a disaster which would be only second to 1861."$ A Bryan presidency posed a renewed threat to national solidarity in two ways. First, his pro-silver monetary policies promised once more to tear the nation apart along sectional lines. Writing in The North American Review, Republican senator William Chandler argued that the Democratic convention "deliberately, in the year 1896, undertook to organize the solid South with a few states of the West, to menace the prosperity of the North and East, by as wicked a movement as that after which is was deliberately patterned, the Southern rebellion of 1861."% For the millions of Americans who remembered the staggering amount of death and destruction resulting from the Civil War, the dangers of sectional division remained very real. In 1896, however, McKinley's campaign paired sectional conflict with a new and deeply ominous threat to a nation undergoing rapid urban and industrial growth: class warfare.
Seizing on Bryan's statement that the "sympathies" of the Democratic party "are on the side of the struggling masses," prominent McKinley supporters accused the Democratic candidate of fomenting social strife among the expanding population of working-class Americans.^ In October 1896 John Ireland, archbishop of St. Paul, issued a public letter, reprinted and widely circulated by the Republican National Committee, cautioning that the "movement which had its expression in the Chicago [Democratic] convention . . . is, in its right logical effects, revolution against the United States: it is secession, the secession of 1861." Ireland concluded with the grim warning, "The war of class against class is upon us." Speaking at a rally in New York City a few nights before the election, General Horace Porter reminisced, "During the heroic age of the country, in 1861, the old soldiers went to the front to save the nation's life." But, he warned, the times "were more perilous" than in 1861. "The only words in the English language that can describe the threatened situation are 'redhanded anarchy.'"& The GOP's restructuring of Civil War memory to include the dangers of class division was especially concentrated in the key electoral battleground states of the Midwest: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Ireland's home state of Minnesota. The Midwest had seen some of the most violent labor strife of the 1890s. This region also was home to one of the largest concentrations of Union veterans in the nation, a key GOP constituency. By stirring historical remembrance of the secession crisis of 1861 in this and the country's other regions, the Republican party was able to position itself as the patriotic defender of the nation-state against political forces that in 1896, or so McKinley and his campaign surrogates claimed, threatened to divide the country along the explosive fault lines of section and class.
The GOP's use of a wartime remembrance that elided emancipation and evoked instead the public memory of sectional divide supports David Blight's argument that in the battle to define the historical meaning of the Civil War the "inexorable drive for reunion . . . trumped race." Unlike the nation's white population, African Americans viewed the secession crisis of 1861 as a largely positive historical event, because the coming of the Civil War marked the beginning of the end of chattel slavery. During the secession winter the great fear of Frederick Douglass was not war between North and South; he feared that white politicians would leave the institution of slavery intact by agreeing to "peaceful disunion." Soon after Southern artillery shelled Fort Sumter, the brilliant African American physician and abolitionist James McCune Smith wrote, "circumstances have been so arranged by the degrees of Providence, that in struggling for their own nationality they [white Northerners] are forced to defend our rights."* In the decades after the Confederate surrender, Douglass and other African American leaders articulated what Blight calls an "emancipationist" memory of the Civil War, a vision that defined the conflict as a struggle for black freedom, citizenship, and constitutional equality. The emancipationist vision of the Civil War, however, ran counter to strong reconciliationist currents in the national culture, and as early as 1875 Douglass wondered aloud, "If war among the whites brought peace and liberty to blacks, what will peace among the whites bring?"( Douglass's apprehension proved justified. By the mid-1890s, Blight argues, the "forces of reconciliation [had] overwhelmed the emancipationist vision in the national culture . . . [and] delivered to the country a segregated memory of the Civil War on Southern terms."!) In its drive to gain control of the White House, the nationalist rhetoric of the powerful and well-financed McKinley campaign played an important role in solidifying the reconciliationist vision within American culture. With very few exceptions, white America remembered the sectional crisis of 1861 as a national catastrophe. Drawing from this well of collective memory among the nation's white population, in 1896 the Republican party attacked Bryan's monetary policies by deploying a historical remembrance that highlighted the perils of sectional division while at the same time ignoring the party's role in the transformation of U.S. race relations during the Civil War and Reconstruction.
Sectionalism, then, remained a vitally important national concern in 1896, and Blight offers a convincing argument that white America's acceptance of a reconciliationist memory of the Civil War played a key role in facilitating sectional reunion by the time of World War I. In addition to sectionalism, however, by the mid-1890s, a decade marked by industrial depression and violent labor conflict, many Americans were also deeply concerned about an emerging threat to the nation's solidarity, class warfare. Seizing upon Bryan's convention statement that the Democratic party sided with the "struggling masses" against the "idle holders of idle capital," the GOP accused the Democratic candidate of fomenting civil strife and deployed the public recollection of 1861 as a stern warning against social division.!! Focused on race as "the central problem of how Americans made choices to remember and forget about their Civil War," Blight's model deemphasizes the capacity of the McKinley campaign to restructure the memory of the Civil War to buttress the GOP's combined goals of sectional and class solidarity. Establishing the links among public memory, partisan ideology, and campaign strategy will reveal a Civil War memory that warned against sectional division and, transcending race as the "central problem" of wartime remembrance, allowed the Republican party to brand political protest against America's growing social and economic inequalities as unpatriotic threats to national unity.
In July 1896, when the Democratic party gathered in Chicago to nominate its candidate for president, the United States was a nation in distress. The repercussions of the business depression that began with the bankruptcy of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company in February 1893 continued to haunt the nation's economy, with an estimated 15 percent of the nation's workforce still unemployed in 1896. With hard times came social and political unrest. In 1894, a group of jobless workers, under the leadership of Jacob S. Coxey, marched to Washington demanding Federal assistance. Coxey's desperate "army" of the unemployed was easily dispersed but, paired with the nation's growing industrial labor unrest-in 1894, the year of the great Pullman Strike, there were one hundred industrial work stoppages averaging nearly fifty days in length and involving nearly 46,000 workershis movement alarmed many middle-and upper-class Americans.!@ Labor agitation, however, was only one problem facing the nation's comfortable classes in 1896. In the 1890s the Populist movement demanded stronger government intervention into the economy, including the free and unlimited coinage of silver at a ratio of sixteen to one. Gaining the support of millions of Americans in the nation's western and Southern states, the Populists offered a powerful agrarian challenge to the nation's two-party system. In 1896, then, the political status quo was under attack in both the industrial and agricultural areas of the United States. It is no wonder that as the presidential election approached many Americans feared that the nation was, once more, about to tear itself apart.!# If the United States was a nation in distress in July 1896, the Democratic party was a political organization in disarray. In 1892 the Democrats captured control of the executive and legislative branches of the Federal government for the first time since 1856. As a consequence of hard times, however, the party suffered staggering congressional losses in the mid-term elections of 1894. By the summer of 1896, discontent with Grover Cleveland and the conservative Bourbon Democracy was rampant among the party faithful, and a new generation of party leaders had emerged.
One such leader was Senator Ben Tillman of South Carolina. Speaking in favor of the free coinage of silver at the Chicago convention, Tillman maladroitly interjected the memory of the Civil War into the 1896 campaign.
In the words of his biographer Stephen Kantrowitz, Tillman regarded bimetallism as a "bridge between disaffected producers in the Democratic South and their brethren in the Republican West." The senator believed that this regional alignment would "redefine American sectionalism and rally white producers everywhere against their common enemies in the seats of monopoly [and] finance." Tillman's attempt to redefine sectionalism in Chicago, however, proved disastrous. Speaking during the early part of the convention, days before Bryan's surprising nomination, Tillman opened with the words, "I come from the South, from the home of secession." This defiant opening startled his listeners, who greeted his remarks with loud hisses from the convention floor. The senator's statements haunted the Democratic national campaign until election day. But there was more to come.!$ Raising his voice to be heard over shouts of disapproval from members of his own party, the undaunted Tillman continued, "Some of my friends from the South and elsewhere have said that this is not a sectional issue. I say it is a sectional issue." "We of the South," he continued, "have turned our faces to the West, asking our brethren of those States to unite with us in restoring the government, the liberty of fathers, which our fathers left us."!% Tillman left the speaker's podium to a torrent of boos; Kantrowitz argues that this speech "destroyed his chances to become a national candidate," but the damage to the party was done.!Ĉ oming from a senator representing South Carolina, Tillman's intemperate remarks on secession and section offered opponents of bimetallism an opportunity to attack free silver as both financially unsound and as a new threat to national unity. They wasted no time in exploiting the opening. On July 9, the day before Bryan's nomination, the staunchly Republican Chicago Tribune warned that the convention's "Southern fire-eaters . . . are just as rancorous now as they were in 1861, when they repudiated their debts, confiscated Northern private and Union national public property, and proceeded upon their mad effort to destroy the republic."!& Conservative Democratic newspapers, angry at the convention's rejection of Grover Cleveland's sound money policies, joined in the attack. The Chicago Chronicle argued that the "hothead silver leaders of the South . . . are of the same class who got the South to pass the secession ordinances in 1860-'61 and followed it by repudiation of public and private debts due the North." The Chronicle concluded ominously, "History repeats itself, and threatens a renewal of its calamitous episodes."!* Even before Bryan's dramatic nomination, then, the proponents of sound money seized the opening provided by Tillman by aggressively reviving the public memory of the secession crisis of 1861 as a new front in their determined attack against the free coinage of silver.
Although it became apparent during the convention that the Democratic party would renounce the sound money policies of Grover Cleveland, the party's nomination of William Jennings Bryan still came as a shock to most Americans, including the leadership of the Republican party. The GOP had nominated William McKinley as their presidential candidate earlier that summer and planned a campaign centered on the message that protective tariffs would return economic prosperity by protecting American jobs and wage scales. Hearing the news of Bryan's nomination while yachting off the New England coast, McKinley's campaign manager Mark Hanna telegraphed the candidate, "The Chicago convention has changed everything. . . . With this communist spirit abroad the cry of 'free silver' will be catching."!( Hanna quickly regained his balance and even mocked other Republicans who were panicstricken at the possibility of Bryan's election as "just a lot of damn fools," but even he was startled when the advance "sixty-day" polls he commissioned indicated that Bryan held a lead over McKinley. Reflecting the fluid political situation, Josiah Quincy wrote in the August issue of the North American Review, "With the old political fences so completely down, and in the face of conditions so chaotic, there is no warrant for any assurances as to the result of the election in November."@) The prospect of a Bryan victory seemed, for a short time at least, very real to contemporary observers, and in response the anti-Bryan "counter-crusade" began organizing its extraordinarily wellfinanced and well-coordinated assault on the Democratic candidate.@! After the election, the GOP's national campaign committee reported that it had raised and spent nearly $4 million between July and November 1896; however, by some estimates, the party spent more than $16 million electing McKinley.@@ Most of this unprecedented campaign money came from the nation's corporate elite who, genuinely alarmed by Bryan's nomination, flocked to the McKinley banner. One of McKinley's most powerful supporters was railroad magnate James J. Hill, a conservative Democratic who was a political ally and close friend of Grover Cleveland. Outraged by the Democratic convention's renunciation of the sitting president and his pro-gold policies, Hill energetically opposed the Bryan campaign. In mid-July he wrote to J. P. Morgan, "I feel it is very important that the sound money men not waste a single day in getting to work." Hill, whose railroads purchased coal from Hanna's mines, introduced Hanna to New York City's leading industrialists and financiers.@# In mid-August Hill accompanied Hanna "on a tour through the high places of Wall Street, and during the next five days they succeeded in collecting as much money as was immediately necessary."@$ John McCall, president of New York Life Insurance Company, authorized a $50,000 contribution to the GOP.@% The J. P. Morgan Bank and Standard Oil contributed $250,000 each to the McKinley campaign. Declaring, "I can see nothing for else to do, to serve our Country and our honor," John D. Rockefeller sent Mark Hanna a personal check for $2,500.@^ The $500,000 contributed to the GOP by Standard Oil and the House of Morgan alone constituted more than the entire campaign chest of the Democratic party in 1896. Well organized under the watchful eye of Hanna, the GOP's "educational" campaign hired more than one thousand speakers to address targeted audiences throughout the United States and printed and distributed tens of millions of pieces of campaign literature, in up to a dozen languages, for distribution to the nation's voters. At the end of the campaign Theodore Roosevelt complained to a GOP official that Hanna had advertised McKinley "as if he were patent medicine."@& Given the GOP's overwhelming advantage in money and organization and the weakness of a Democratic party that bore the onus for the depression of the 1890s while being split over the nomination of Bryan, McKinley's election was not surprising. The GOP's aggressive deployment of Civil War memory was but one of many factors propelling McKinley into the White House. In addition to electing party candidates, however, presidential campaigns are in part mass movements of political education that exert great influence on the nation's understanding of its past. The makers of campaign rhetoric are architects of national and political consciousness, and presidential campaigns, especially in watershed elections such as 1896, are part of the continuing process of nation building and, in post-Civil War America, nation rebuilding. The overarching theme of McKinley's "shrewd campaign," in the words Bryan biographer LeRoy Ashby, emphasized "unity rather than social and regional conflict."@* In crafting a campaign of national solidarity, GOP tacticians quickly initiated the practice of deploying a historical recollection that reminded voters of the perilous consequences of national division. In selecting this remembrance, the McKinley campaign, a political organization with the power to advertise its nationalist message into virtually every household in the nation, fundamentally restructured the meaning and memory of the Civil War in American culture.
In 1896 the Republican party waged its campaign of memory along two fronts. The first was the party's charge that Bryan's pro-silver policies endangered national unity by pitting the U.S. North and East against its South and West. Days after Bryan's nomination McKinley attacked the Democratic candidate by evoking public remembrance of the Civil War. "Then section was arrayed against section," McKinley declared. "Now men of all sections can and will unite to rebuke the repudiation of our obligations and debasement of our currency." In an editorial the New York Times noted approvingly that in his speech McKinley had "drawn clearly" the "parallel between the duties imposed by the civil war and those imposed" by the supporters of free silver. "He is moderate in saying," the Times concluded, "that never since that time have honest Americans had a 'greater duty.' "@( William Jennings Bryan, like Tillman and most other supporters of bimetalism, envisioned a political coalition of western and Southern states working together in the fight against the gold standard. Unlike Tillman, Elizabeth Sanders argues, Bryan "assiduously counseled tolerance and avoided divisive social issues."#) Realizing that Republican charges of sectionalism were damaging his campaign, Bryan insisted that the Democratic platform was "not the platform of section. It is the platform of our common country, and appeals to those who love mankind to rise to its defense." Unlike his opponent, Bryan rarely discussed the war and, offering a different historical memory to voters, he argued that his party "breathes the spirit of the Declaration of Independence."#! Bryan's reluctance to stir voters' memories of the Civil War echoed the desire of Populist leaders from earlier in the decade who, unsuccessfully, urged Americans to bury the passions generated from this fratricidal conflict.
Bryan ran for president on both the Democratic and Populist tickets. In the early 1890s, however, the Populist party existed solely as an independent third-party movement facing the immense challenge of appealing to Northern voters while simultaneously attracting white voters in the Democratic stronghold of the "Solid South." Determined to focus the nation's attention on the rapidly expanding economic and social dislocations resulting from the rise of unregulated corporate finance and industrial capitalism, Populist leaders called on American voters to transcend the sectional divisions growing out of the Civil War and Reconstruction. Leonidas Polk, president of the Southern Alliance, argued in 1891 that the modern struggle was not the conflict of twenty-five years ago, "but the gigantic struggle of today is between the classes and the masses." He concluded, "In the appalling presence of such an issue, buried and forgotten forever be the prejudices, animosities, and estrangements of that unfortunate war."#@ The party's 1892 Omaha platform argued that "the civil war is over . . . and every passion and resentment which grew out of it must die with it, and that we must be, in fact, as we are in name, one united brotherhood of free men."## That year the Populists, attempting to neutralize the politics of sectionalism and attract Southern voters, fielded a blue-gray ticket headed by Union veteran Gen. James B. Weaver of Iowa as its presidential candidate and, as his running mate, Confederate veteran James G. Field of Virginia. In 1892, the Populist party tried to convince voters to focus on current economic struggles; in 1896 Bryan, who rarely mentioned the war, adopted the same tactic.
Ultimately, however, Bryan's attempt to overcome sectionalism by restraining public recollection of the war was no match for the tactics of his opponent. Possessing vastly greater resources, the McKinley campaign promoted sectional unity in the opposite manner, by mobilizing a remembrance of the Civil War that attacked Bryan's monetary policies by linking free silver with regional conflict. Writing in the North American Review, Republican Senator William Chandler argued that the "late Chicago mob, misnamed a Democratic convention . . . deliberately, in the year 1896, undertook to organize the solid South with a few states of the West, to menace the prosperity of the North and East, by as wicked a movement as that after which it was deliberately patterned, the Southern rebellion of 1861."#$ Prominent Union army veterans were especially useful in the Republican effort to link the memory of sectional conflict with free silver. In September former Union major general Daniel Sickles argued in a speech that Bryan and "many of his supporters are trying to combine the South and West against the North and East. This is sectionalism-of which the rebellion was the offspring."#% A few days later Sickles, who had lost his leg to a combat wound during the battle of Gettysburg, was the featured speaker in a giant veterans' rally for McKinley. Speaking to the aging Billy Yanks, Sickles argued:
The rebellion grew out of sectionalism and the veterans who are here and their comrades all over the land know too well what it cost us to put that rebellion down. Five hundred thousand lives and uncounted millions of treasure. A million homes left desolate. Widows, sisters, fathers, and mothers bereft. Our country covered with graves of the noble heroes sacrificed to maintain and preserve our unity. We cannot tolerate, will not tolerate, any man representing any party who attempts again to disregard the solemn admonitions of Washington to frown down every attempt to set one portion of the country against another.#Ŵ idely reprinted in the nation's newspapers, Sickles's grim warning of the dangers of sectional conflict was typical of the emotional rhetoric utilized by an aggressive Republican campaign determined to utilize historical memory of the Civil War in its assault on Bryan's economic plank. In selecting a memory designed to stamp Bryan's free-silver policies as dangerously divisive, his opponents were careful to portray the affable Nebraskan as a mere figurehead, a dupe controlled by Southern politicians who were, like the fireeaters of 1861, leading the nation once more into disaster. According to the Republican campaign narrative, national unity was threatened once more by a sinister campaign hatched by a group of radical Southern political leaders, a group which, in 1896, consisted of Tom Watson of Georgia-Bryan's running mate on the Populist ticket-Marion Butler of North Carolina, and, most notoriously, Tillman. The South Carolinian literally became the poster child of sectionalism: clutching his trademark pitchfork, he often appeared alongside Bryan in hostile political cartoons during the summer and fall of 1896. Speaking in Iowa, the ubiquitous Sickles, useful to McKinley because he was a conservative Democrat deeply opposed to bimetallism, noted: "I could not permit Jeff Davis to make a platform for me in 1861. I cannot permit Tillman to do so in 1896."#& The former Confederate president, of course, did not make a platform for Sickles, or anybody else for that matter, in 1861. Sickles's statement illustrates the practice, characteristic of the McKinley campaign, of merging memories of the election campaign of 1860 with the secession crisis of 1861. Historical accuracy aside (in 1860 Davis was considered a moderate on secession), the important link between these two events in the GOP's campaign narrative was the allegation that in both 1861 and 1896 the people of the South were held hostage by the disastrous policies of a radical political leadership determined to wreck the Union. This attack on the Southern political elite offered a tactical advantage to the Republican campaign by separating the Southern people from the actions of the region's political leadership. Holding a tiny group of Southern political leaders responsible for secession absolved the vast majority of white Southerners from responsibility for the Civil War.
In the Republican efforts to reunite the nation's sections, the memory of 1861 offered another great advantage. It allowed the McKinley campaign to talk about the Civil War without talking about race. Focused on the memory of the secession winter-a historical event that occurred long before the war evolved into what Lincoln referred to as a "remorseless and revolutionary struggle"-the GOP was able to bracket off from public memory the racially charged historical issues of slavery, emancipation, and the crucial role African Americans played in the struggle to save the Union.#* The omission of race from the GOP's public remembrance of the war offers a clear illustration of the triumph of what Blight has named the "reconciliationist" vision of the Civil War. Like many Republicans of his generation, McKinley began his political career as a vocal advocate of the rights of African Americans. As governor of Ohio, for instance, he left his New Orleans hotel after it refused to allow a black delegation to meet with him. After the defeat of the Force Bill in 1891, however, depreciating sectional division and appealing to a common patriotism to protect the Nation's honor."$! Working for a candidate who was, in Blight's words, an "inveterate conciliator, especially toward the South," McKinley's campaign strategists attacked Bryan's pro-silver policies through a memory of the Civil War that highlighted the common danger of sectional division while erasing a remembrance of that conflict in revolutionizing, for a short time at least, race relations in the United States.$@ Given the social unrest of the 1890s, in fact, the Republican party had no desire to stir up any memory that smacked of revolutionary change. In the previous decade the nation had witnessed three epic battles in the war of labor against capital-the Haymarket affair and the strikes at Homestead and Pullman-as well as numerous local skirmishes. The business depression that started in 1893 showed no signs of easing in 1896, and that year nearly 15 percent of the nation's urban workers remained unemployed. The Democratic convention is most often remembered for Bryan's sensational "Cross of Gold" speech, but in attempting to create a farmerworker coalition the party's platform did not focus exclusively on the question of free silver. At the instigation of the party's urban-based reformers, including Illinois Governor John Peter Altgeld, the Democratic platform decried the practice of suppressing strikes with Federal court injunctions.$# Bryan's opponents found his appeals to urban workers as alarming as his appeals to farmers. When, in his speech accepting the Democratic presidential nomination, Bryan defined the contest as conflict between the "idle holders of capital" and the "struggling masses," and declared the "sympathies of the Democratic Party . . . are on the side of the struggling masses," he thrilled the convention but terrified many Americans.$$ Soon after Bryan's nomination, Mark Hanna wrote to McKinley, "I consider the situation in the West quite alarming, as business is going all to pieces and idle men will multiply rapidly."$% Determined to halt the Bryan bandwagon in its tracks, the McKinley campaign opened the second front in the war of memory against the Democratic campaign, one that paired the dangers of sectional division with an ominous new threat to national unity, the conflict between labor and capital. were often denounced in the same sentence as dangers to national unity. In early October, Harper's Weekly concluded, "well seconded by Senator Tillman and Governor Altgeld-Mr. Bryan's natural allies are the enemies of the state, the conspirators against the existing order-He would set the land on fire with class hatred and sectional strife."$* In the campaign of memory against the Democratic campaign of 1896, then, sectional and class division were closely linked, with Tillman serving as a surrogate for sectional strife and Altgeld a surrogate for anarchy and class warfare.
Having paired sectional and class conflict as twin dangers to national unity, it was but a short step for Bryan's opponents to turn to the memory of secession as a means of attacking the Democratic campaign. In this effort Altgeld, like Tillman, was a natural target. He was the most prominent left-leaning politician of his dayclosely allied with Hull House. Altgeld had appointed Florence Kelley as chief factory inspector of the state of Illinois and Julia Lathrop to the state board of charities. In the words of Morton Keller, Altgeld "rode to power on the first wave of urban Democratic liberalism."$( Soon after his election to governor, he gained infamy among the property-owning classes by pardoning four anarchists convicted for their role in the Haymarket affair. In 1894 Altgeld, who wanted more time for Illinois authorities to resolve the Pullman strike, vigorously protested Cleveland's decision to order Federal troops into Chicago and sent a widely publicized telegram to the president arguing that "local self-government is a fundamental principle of our Constitution."%)
The governor's public rebuke of President Cleveland combined with his defense of the principle of local self-determination immediately stirred memories of the South's defiance of Washington during the secession crisis among the editorial pages of many of the nation's newspapers. The Philadelphia Telegraph denounced Altgeld's telegram as "an affront more abominable than the degradations submitted to by James Buchanan at the hands of Southern secession." The Indianapolis American Tribune argued, "This is the same States Rights rot that was the cause of the rebellion."%! The spontaneous outpouring of Civil War memory in reaction to Altgeld's dispute with Cleveland illustrates how easily the public's remembrance of secession was stirred to a boil. Two years later, following the takeover of the Democratic party by reformers such as Bryan, Altgeld, and Tillman, McKinley's supporters mobilized the memory of 1861 in a more organized manner by accusing Democratic politicians of fomenting civil war along class as well as regional lines.
Algeld was instrumental in securing Chicago as the site for 1896 Democratic convention. Unlike Tillman, however, he made no inflammatory speeches. Instead, he played a key behind-the-scenes role in assuring that the Democratic platform called for the abolition of court injunctions against labor unions, and, in a thinly veiled censure of Cleveland's actions in 1894, denounced the "arbitrary interference by Federal authorities in local affairs as a violation of the Constitution."%@ Describing the trajectory of the presidential campaign in early November, the New York Times pointed to the adoption of the Democratic platform as a crystallizing moment of the 1896 election. The Times argued, "When to the declaration for unlimited coinage of silver [was] linked to the . . . practical endorsement of the Altgeld doctrine of State rights and riot, and appeals to class and sectional passion," the line of battle was drawn. Echoing attacks during the Pullman crisis, newspapers and magazines opposed to Bryan wasted little time reminding voters that during the secession winter Southern Democrats had offered similar arguments against the reach of Washington's power. In September, Harper's Weekly, a fierce opponent of the Democratic party, argued, "In 1861 some of the States undertook to enforce the doctrine that the Federal government had not the power to prevent them from leaving the Union. Their attempt was defeated after a terrible war." The Democratic platform, this magazine continued, "seeks to revolutionize the government by destroying the results established by the war of secession; for if [it] is right, Mr. Lincoln was wrong when he sent his troops into the South to restore the supremacy of the laws of the Union and to protect the property of the United States."%# Perhaps the most damning statement against the Democratic platform came in October, however, when John Ireland, archbishop of St. Paul, publicly denounced Bryan's candidacy.
As part of its campaign of national unity, one scholar argues, the McKinley campaign "openly courted" Catholic voters, and one of the "major developments of the campaign was the announcement by Archbishop Ireland of the St. Paul diocese that he supported McKinley."%$ Ireland's letter ritually attacked the Democracy's support of bimetallism. Significantly, however, Ireland declared the "monetary question . . . a secondary issue in the campaign." For Ireland, free silver "has its importance, but it is of minor importance in the presence of other questions which are brought into issue." Turning to the real meat of his argument, Ireland insisted that the Democratic platform's denunciation of federal interference in local affairs was "the old secession doctrine that states are independent of the national government at Washington." "The movement," Ireland continued, "which had its expression in the Chicago convention . . . is in its logical effect, revolution against the United States; it is secession, the secession of 1861, which our soldiers believed they had consigned to eternal death at Appomattox." Reaching across the Atlantic to revive the public's memory of the social convulsion of the Paris Commune of 1871, Ireland warned his readers, "The war of class against class is upon us. . . . Many adherents of the movement do not perceive its full meaning: but let them beware. They are lighting torches, which, borne in the hands of reckless men, may light up the country in the lurid fires of a commune."%% Widely reprinted in newspapers throughout the United States, Ireland's apocalyptic prophecy that Bryan's election would trigger a new Civil War pitting class against class created a public sensation. A Methodist minister in California wrote the archbishop that a reading of Ireland's letter as his Sunday sermon "brought the whole congregation to its feet."%^ Bryan's supporters, on the other hand, were furious at Ireland's overheated attacks on the Democratic candidate. William Randolph Hearst, publisher of the New York Journal and one of Bryan's most powerful backers, sent an angry cable to the Vatican's secretary of state demanding to know if Ireland was speaking officially for the Roman Catholic Church.%&
The story behind the well-coordinated production and publication of Ireland's statement offers a striking opportunity to explore how , in the words of John Bodnar, political elites "selectively retrieve" historical memories to "advance [their] concerns by promoting interpretations of the past and present reality that reduce the power of competing interests that appear to threaten the attainment of their goals."%* Archbishop Ireland was a close associate of James J. Hill. The wealthy and powerful Hill, whose Great Northern Railroad was headquartered in St. Paul, was an energetic supporter of McKinley. Concerned about McKinley's election chances in the Midwest, in July the railroad magnate had written J. P. Morgan to urge "those who are to manage the McKinley campaign that they to get to work at once and open the fight in St. Louis, Chicago, and all the leading Western cities and drive back the wave that is rising over the doubtful states." Hill performed a number of invaluable favors for the McKinley campaign in the region. Among these favors was his request to Ireland that the archbishop issue a statement denouncing Bryan. On September 30, Hill alerted Mark Hanna, "We are giving Archbishop Ireland, through a non-partisan letter signed by twenty representative men, an opportunity to state his views fully, which he is prepared to do, and I am sure he will cover the ground, stripping the [Democratic] platform to the bone."%( Nearly two weeks later, on October 11, Ireland's statement was released.
Why represented his personal views, the public statement was "extracted" from him by Hill as "partial payment for favors rendered [to Ireland] and favors he hoped for." Although Ireland never admitted to the origins of his public denunciation of Bryan, he certainly never regretted his role in the campaign. After looking into his actions, Vatican officials signaled Ireland their pleasure at this manifestation of his political clout, and soon after the election the archbishop was invited to McKinley's home in Canton where he fought for the inclusion of a Roman Catholic in the presidentelect's cabinet.^) The national dissemination of Ireland's dire warning that the Democratic platform was the "secession of 1861" was as well coordinated as the letter's production. Circulated by wire reports, the contents of the archbishop's letter appeared on the front pages of many of the nation's newspapers the day after its release. Just as significantly, the Republican National Committee, which, thanks to Hill's communication to Hanna, had nearly two weeks to prepare its strategy for taking advantage of Ireland's statement and immediately set to work printing the letter in pamphlet form, ultimately distributing more than 250,000 copies to voters.^! As the archbishop's words circulated through the national media, the cover story concocted by Hillthat Ireland had offered his remarks only at the request of a nonpartisan group of prominent Minnesotans-was accepted without question. An editorial in the New York Times commented that the "respect in which the Archbishop is held in his own diocese is attested by the fact that the public expression of his opinion on the political issue was not volunteered by him, but was elicited by written request for it, signed by twenty-seven of the leading citizens of Minnesota and representing both political parties."^@ One historian has observed that the "crafters of memory are eager to erase the origins of the memories they promote," and this was certainly true of Hill's role in the production and circulation of Ireland's famous attack against Bryan.^# By September 1896, the month Hill asked Ireland to issue his statement, the focus of the McKinley campaign had turned to the midwestern states of Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, and the archbishop's own Minnesota. GOP strategists considered these states as key to victory and feared that the loss of any states in the region would prove disastrous for the Republican campaign. Indiana and Illinois, for example, had both gone for Cleveland in 1892. As the Review of Reviews noted about the election, "The East is conceded to McKinley, the South and extreme West to Bryan. The Central Western states are the battleground of the campaign."^$ Hanna himself chose Chicago as the site of the Republican national campaign headquarters. Leaving New York for Chicago in early October, Hanna announced that the "battleground is in the Middle Western States" and in this region the "hardest campaigning is to be done."^% Given the GOP's obsession with winning the Midwest, the solicitation of an anti-Bryan statement from the Roman Catholic archbishop of St. Paul was a smart political tactic. Ireland's use of historical memory of the "secession of 1861" reflected the determination of the McKinley campaign to win the Midwest by linking the Democratic candidate with the rebels who had started the Civil War. The decision to attack Bryan by supersaturating the battleground states of the Midwest with wartime remembrance came, in part, because of the presence of a large bloc of voters critical to the election: nearly four hundred thousand Union veterans.^^ Prodded by the veterans' newspapers, the North's ex-soldiers saw frightening parallels between the labor upheavals of the 1890s and the Civil War. This was especially true of veterans living in the Midwest. Chicago was a hotbed of labor unrest, and the violent Pullman strike angered many of the old soldiers. At the height of the Pullman crisis a local post of the Grand Army of the Republic wrote the mayor of Chicago volunteering the services of its two hundred men. "We were among those who responded to the call of our country in 1861 to defend our flag," the members of the Abraham Lincoln Post, No. 91 wrote, "we, therefore, now offer ourselves as ready to respond to a call from you to defend the fair name of our city." The Chicago Tribune wrote during the same period that the "soldiers of 1861 are as ready to fight the Anarchist rebels north of the Ohio as they were secession rebels south of it."^& Veterans' newspapers, usually no friend of Cleveland, were virtually unanimous in praising the president's decision to put down the strike through force.
For many of the Midwest's veterans, the growing influence of Altgeld, who angered veterans by pardoning the Haymarket anarchists and challenging the legality of Cleveland's actions during the Pullman strike, offered a threat to the nation's law and order potentially as dangerous as the crisis they had faced a generation earlier.
Philip Paludan has argued that many Northerners resisted secession in 1861 because they viewed it as a crisis of law and order. "Again and again," Paludan writes, "newspaper editors and political leaders discussed the degree to which secession was likely to produce disorder, anarchy, and general disrespect for democratic government."^* Speaking at a rally of Union veterans' in Chicago, one prominent veterans' spokesman declared, "We are told in the Chicago platform, in vague language, but easily read between the lines, 'You may have more Chicago riots.' You may have them here, or in New York, or in Boston [and if] your Governor chooses to turn a deaf ear to the appeals of the people for protection of their rights of personal property, you are told, under those circumstances, 'Let havoc have its way. ' writing about the political philosophy of the Grand Army of the Republic, suggested that "when push came to shove the GAR was always to be found in the camp of order and property rights." Grand Army nationalism, he argues, "combined allegiance to a liberal capitalism of a distinctly ante-bellum variety . . . and loyalty first to the nation state rather than to race, class, gender, region, religion, or any other particularism. Operating within an established state, it functioned not only as an endorsement of that state but also as a negative statement about potential alternative nationalisms that sought to alter it."&) The political views of powerful veterans' organizations such as the GAR, then, meshed perfectly with the memory of the Civil War promoted by the Republican party. With its high concentration of Union veterans, the Midwest featured the region that the GOP's reconfiguration of Civil War memory gained its greatest intensity for promoting the need for a patriotic unity between the nation's economic classes. Writing soon after Bryan's nomination, the Chicago Tribune predicted that veterans will "recognize the danger which confronts the country from an anarchical, repudiating, and revolutionary mob, and they will do their duty in 1896 as they did it from 1861 to 1865. They will help again save the country." Prominent Union veterans joined in this attack. The former Union general Franz Sigel argued that Bryan's election would result in the "subversion of the social order, a war of the masses against classes for the possession of wealth." In an editorial aimed at the North's veterans, Harper's Weekly concluded: "We do not believe that the honest farmers and working men of this country, from whose ranks came the great mass of Union soldiers, are ready to join this motley throng in its assaults upon the institutions which they once defended."&! McKinley's supporters thus linked the breakdown of law and order in 1861 with the nation's labor unrest in the more recent past to gain the veteran vote.
The GOP, however, had another potent card to play in its campaign of memory aimed at the North's ex-soldiers-one that combined historical recollections of 1861 with the economic self-interest of the aging cohort of Union vets. The "public liaison" between the GOP and the Grand Army of the Republic was, in the words of one scholar, "about as secret as the relations between Lord Nelson and Lady Hamilton and just as understandable."&@ The Republican alignment with the GAR, one of the most successful special-interest groups in all of U.S. history, was based as much on hard economic calculations as it was on emotional appeals to wartime memories. What drew Union veterans again and again to the GOP was the combination of the party's calculated deployment of Civil War remembrance combined with its ability to deliver to the aging Billy Yanks a remarkably generous array of Federal benefits. The economic battle for the veteran vote focused around the ques- tion of Federal entitlements: government jobs for ex-soldiers, the creation of a system of institutional care for war-disabled and indigent vets, and, above all, the expansion of the number of veterans eligible for pensions. In each of these areas the GOP delivered. In 1882, for instance, nearly half of the Republican patronage appointments in Washington went to Union veterans. In the other two areas-institutional care and pensions-the achievements of the Republican party were even more impressive. By the mid-1890s, for instance, nearly one hundred thousand ex-soldiers had sought shelter in a branch of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, the federal institution created for the care of the old soldiers, and 65 percent of the surviving cohort of Union veterans received a pension check from Uncle Sam.&# By the mid-1890s, then, the GOP was largely responsible for the creation of a comprehensive veterans' welfare state designed for the care and support of the men who served in the Union army.
By 1896, however, the ties between organized veterans' groups and the Republican party were seemingly attenuating. The Dependent Pension Act of 1890, a great victory for the GAR, offered a pension to "every discharged soldier of ninety days' service who suffered from any disability that incapacitated him for manual labor, no matter what his financial situation and no matter how the disability had been incurred." This legislation virtually granted the North's aging veterans what was closest to their heart's desire: a service pension system. Between 1890 and 1896, the number of ex-Union soldiers receiving a quarterly pension check from the government jumped from 537,944 to 970,678.&$ With their central economic demand met, appeals to the wartime memories of veterans lost their potency, and a significant portion of the North's ex-soldiers drifted from the Republican camp. During the presidential election of 1892 the GAR leadership sensed a loss of public support and adopted a nonpartisan stance. In the key midwestern states of Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin, all of which went for Democratic candidate Grover Cleveland, a significant number of veterans voted Democrat. In addition, by the mid-1890s the membership of the GAR itself declined, not because older veterans were dying, but because many members quit the organization. In 1895 the rolls of the GAR dropped by 56,956, and of that total only 7,368 had died.&% Despite the apparent weakening of the alliance between veterans' organizations and the Republican party, the machinery necessary to connect the two remained in place and was easily reactivated once a Bryan presidency began to seem real. Soon after Bryan's nomination, two experienced veterans' organizers, L. Edwin Dudley and Sickles, joined together to form the Veteran's National Committee. Sickles was soon busy making speeches throughout the country on behalf of McKinley, and his remarks were reprinted in circular form and distributed throughout the nation by Dudley. Branches of the Union Veterans Patriotic League appeared all over the country. In late August Dudley wrote, "The veterans and sons of veterans are responding in the most enthusiastic manner. . . . We are appealing to the old sentiments of loyalty and patriotism and especially to the love and affection which the old veterans have for their comrade, Major McKinley."&Î n appealing to this key voting bloc of veterans, McKinley once again combined the tried-and-true tactic of appealing both to the wartime memories and the pocketbooks of the North's ex-soldiers. Meeting with a delegation of veterans who came to his Canton home, McKinley noted that the total number of Union soldiers receiving Federal pensions was higher than the total number of American soldiers who had served in nation's army between 1776 and 1860, and he remarked that Union veterans were the "largest creditors of the government." But, he warned, the inflationary monetary policies of Bryan threatened to depreciate the value of pensions paid to the old soldiers.&& The charge that Bryan's commitment to the free coinage of silver would result in a repudiation of the nation's debt to its creditors, including veterans, was a common theme among Republican spokesmen. The Chicago Tribune, for instance, noted that the "veterans recognize the danger arising from the conspiracy of the Populists, Popocrats, and free silver Republican bolters against the credit of the Nation."&* For rational economic reasons of their own, Union veterans proved a very attentive audience to the Republican message. For many old soldiers the pro-silver policies of the Democratic platform were deeply problematic. By 1896, 940,000 veterans and their dependents were receiving just under $140,000,000 in pension payments annually. The Democratic platform promised to "recognize the just claim of old soldiers," but the Chicago Tribune argued that veterans should consider that promise "a contemptible falsehood."&( Republican newspapers and politicians argued time and again that the free and unlimited coinage of silver at the ratio of sixteen to one would halve the purchasing power of veterans' pensions. "Great numbers of the old soldiers are wholly or partially dependent on the pension they receive for their past services," the Chicago Tribune reminded its readers in mid-July. If Bryan's monetary policies were enacted, the newspaper warned, "the purchasing power of all the pensions will be cut down one-half. The pensioners will get 140 million 50-cent dollars instead of 140 million 100-cent dollars." The Tribune warned Union veterans about the dangers they faced if Southern political leaders such as Ben Tillman gained control of the sions altogether were it possible. As that cannot be done, it is proposed to cheat them out of half of the money which a million old soldiers, or their wives and children, are receiving from the government. They will feel that they have punished the old Union soldiers who licked them."*) Like any aging cohort living on a fixed income, veterans viewed inflationary policies with a jaundiced eye. In 1896, then, the McKinley campaign worked to combine economic unease about Bryan's free-silver policies with the historical memory of 1861 as a means of gaining support among the large voting bloc of ex-soldiers living in the battleground states of the Midwest. During the campaign Bryan, who had been far too young to serve in the Union military during the 1860s, proved unwilling or unable to mount an effective appeal to veterans, either emotional or economic. Unlike their opposition, the Democratic party refused to cultivate Union veterans as an interest group. One of the rare occasions that Bryan attempted to utilize historical memory to gain the support of Northern veterans came during a campaign stop in Milwaukee in early September. Beginning in an obviously reluctant tone-"You say you want to hear a little about the old soldiers" -Bryan argued that the "question before the country now appeals to the old soldiers as much as it did in 1861. . . . I am not afraid that the men who were willing at that time to endure the dangers of war because they believed the black men should be free, I am not afraid that these men are going to allow the hosts of the gold standard to enslave 70 millions of people, whites and blacks, in this country."*! One of the interesting ironies of the 1896 campaign, then, is that it was the Democratic candidate who employed the memory of emancipation, however briefly and clumsily, to gain the veteran vote. Given, however, the Democratic party's continued strength among white Southern voters and Bryan's political alliance with avowed racists such as Ben Tillman, Bryan's version of an emancipationist vision of the Civil War proved an evanescent moment. After this half-hearted attempt at winning the veteran vote by linking free silver with the freedom of the nation's slaves, Bryan seldom attempted to assuage the concerns of Union soldiers about the impact of his monetary policies on their pension checks. In 1896, for one last time, the generationlong effort of the Republican party to create a client group out of Union veterans by linking historical memory of the Civil War with a generous package of Federal benefits paid the GOP enormous political dividends in a presidential campaign.
In early September the McKinley-Hanna organization began a focused and determined campaign to win the veteran vote in the Midwest. At the heart of this effort was the GOP's argument that a Bryan presidency endangered the economic selfinterest of the North's old soldiers in addition to threatening to divide the nation along class lines. The active support that the GAR offered the GOP in this effort proved crucial to the McKinley campaign. The involvement of many of the Union army's most famous surviving generals played an instrumental role in the party's effort to construct and disseminate a Civil War memory designed to stigmatize the 80. Ibid., July 18, July 9, 1896. 81. Galveston Daily News, Sept. 6, 1896.
Bryan campaign as a modern threat to the nation's unity. In early September 1896 the GAR held its National Encampment in St. Paul, Minnesota, a happy coincidence for McKinley because the city was the corporate headquarters of James J. Hill's Great Northern Railroad. Hill fought the Bryan campaign with all his possible means, which were considerable.*@ In addition to instigating Ireland's attack on Bryan, Hill played a central role in another famous episode of the 1896 presidential campaign, a tour of Union generals who barnstormed on McKinley's behalf in states throughout the Midwest. During the National Encampment Russell Alger -a former commander-in-chief of the GAR, ex-governor of Michigan, and McKinley's future secretary of war-lined up a group of Union veteran all-stars that agreed to combine forces and tour together promoting the Republican candidate. Hill immediately agreed to help. At the conclusion of the encampment an official of the Great Northern Railroad wrote Alger, "Mr. Hill told me to tell you that he will gladly haul you anywhere on his system at any time on the cause your are representing." Hill also discussed the veterans' tour with other railroads, and the official further informed Alger that the head of the Chicago Great Western Railroad had "evinced equal interest" in the proposed tour of Union veterans, "and gladly extends to you the courtesies of his line."*# "Patriotism akin to the spirit of '61 will flame in the city this evening" the Chicago Tribune announced to its readers on September 21. That evening the participants in what soon became known to the nation as the Patriotic Heroes' Battalion-the most prominent among them ex-Union Generals Daniel Sickles, O. O. Howard, and Russell Alger-gathered together at a giant rally at the Chicago Auditorium in preparation of their tour of the Midwest. "Every seat was taken," the Tribune reported on its front page the next day, "and hundreds stood in the side aisles and galleries." The famous old veterans onstage made quite a sight, the Tribune noting that "Howard has just as many arms as Gen. Sickles has legs." In his speech Sickles, a colorful figure who was always a crowd favorite, set the tone of their expedition when he declared, "up until the day of the Chicago [Democratic party] platform no party in this country ever dared to present for the approval of the American peoples the doctrines of anarchy, repudiation, and mob rule."*$ After this rousing sendoff, the old veterans began their tour throughout the Midwest. The campaign of the Patriotic Heroes' Battalion was aimed at more than just Union veterans. "The time was due," Richard Jensen in his classic study of the 1896 election wrote of their effort, "for a demonstration that the silent masses of the people did not support Bryan but stood behind sound money, law and order, and McKinley."*%Aimed as much at defining the country's future as memorializing its past, the old generals peddled a memory of the Civil War that articulated the GOP's notion of a patriotic nationalism that legitimated over the rights of property over the rights of labor.
During the last weeks of the 1896 campaign the Patriotic Heroes' Battalion, a group of veterans who quite literally embodied the historical memory of the Civil War, moved rapidly and in tight formation around the countryside demanding that midwestern voters reject the Democratic party and its presidential candidate. Although the McKinley campaign kept its role in the tour quiet-some newspapers speculated that Alger paid for it out of his own pocket-its complicated logistics were handled by William Beer, a young Republican party official. William Hahn, head of the Republican National Committee's Speakers Bureau, ordered Beer to "transact all matters of business" pertaining to the veterans' "combination . . . in conjunction with the Committees of the states through which the party passes." Before the tour ended in early November, the old veterans had covered an astounding 8,448 miles, speaking at 276 meetings in 255 separate locations. Howard later wrote that the campaigning began at seven in the morning and often didn't end until eleven at night.*T he cars of the Patriotic Heroes' Battalion train were decorated with American flags, two thousand yards of red, white, and blue bunting, and giant pictures of McKinley. The flat car at the end of the train was used for speeches. Giant banners on each side of the train offered the countryside the following messages:
"1896 is as vitally important to our country as 1861" "We are Opposed to Anarchy and Repudiation" "The State of Lincoln will Never Surrender to a Champion of Anarchy"
The tour of generals was a rousing success. Writing from McKinley national campaign headquarters in Chicago, Hahn informed Beer, "I feel assured that the result of the labors of these old war worn soldiers will be of the greatest benefit to our party." He continued, "I wish you would extend to them my congratulations, and on my behalf and in behalf of the National Committee thank them for their labors they have already performed."** By the end of the tour, the veterans had spoken to an estimated one million voters, and caused what one Republican weekly called "considerable consternation" among Bryan supporters. "Coin" Harvey, one of the most vocal proponents of free silver, called the veterans' campaign the "old wrecks of the rebellion who have lost all their honor and patriotism . . . [and are] the tool of political Shylocks."*( Harvey's comments, predictably, backfired and served to increase the popularity of the old generals, but his frustration, as well as the frustration of Bryan supporters was understandable. A full generation after the Confederate defeat, the GOP was able, yet again, to utilize the link between Union veterans, public memory of the Civil War, and a Republican candidate to elect a president.
In the last weeks of the campaign GOP officials grew confident that McKinley would prevail in the election, yet party leaders continued to use Union veterans to rouse the public's remembrance of secession. The continued appeal by Republicans to Civil War memory is, one scholar suggests, best explained by the party's larger and more enduring objective in 1896, "to merge the Republican Party's past defense of the nation with contemporary notions of patriotism itself." "Such an approach," Lawrence Goodwyn continued, promised to fashion a "blend of the American flag and Grand Old Party that might conceivably cement a political bond of enduring civic vitality." As Cecilia O'Leary notes, by the mid-1890s the GAR was at the center of a drive to create a "nationalist consciousness" in the United States.() Among the rights and rituals of the GAR's "martial patriotism" were the organization's attempts to fly the American flag over every schoolhouse, have every schoolchild recite the Pledge of Allegiance, and its creation of a national flag day.(! Hanna, who had chosen the American flag as symbol for the McKinley campaign, borrowed from the GAR and decided to have the McKinley campaign sponsor a flag day of its own on the Sunday before the election.
On October 30, 1896, the day before New York's great flag day parade, forty Union generals gathered at Carnegie Hall in Manhattan for a rally of the Union Veterans' Patriotic League. Many of the generals-Sickles and Howard most prominent among them-had campaigned as part of the Patriotic Heroes' Battalion. They gathered in Carnegie Hall to offer McKinley a final show of support. Presiding over the meeting, as he would over the following day's parade, was former Union gen-eral Horace Porter. Offering the now familiar attack against Bryan, that the Democratic candidate "stood for revolution and anarchy," Porter noted: "We are assembled here to greet the veterans of the war-the men who went to the front in 1861 to save the Nation's life, and who are going to the polls in November to save the Nation's honor."(@ The next day 750,000 New Yorkers marched on the streets of New York. The New York Tribune reported that "many of those who marched yesterday have known what it is to march in war under the same flag that covered the city in its folds yesterday all day long." That same day in Des Moines, Iowa, 10,000 citizens marched in celebration of the American flag, with five hundred Union veterans afforded the honor of leading the line. A local newspaper reported, "The veterans were greeted with shouts and tears along the line; their progress was a moving triumph from first to last."(# In the election of 1896, then, the symbolic use of Civil War veterans combined with the GOP's restructuring of Civil War memory to produce a bellicose patriotism based on the cult of the flag. For one historian the central question of American nationalism in the late-nineteenth century was to "what extent would militarism and claims of safeguarding the nation-state take priority over democratic demands for social equality."($ By election day 1896, the answer to that question was clear.
In its final appeal to veterans on the day before the election, the Chicago Tribune urged: "stand to your guns, old soldiers." "Time was," the Tribune reminded soldiers, "when some of you, moved by generous impulses, voted with the Democratic Party. That occasion no longer exists. . . . The call to the peaceful battle of the ballots is to meet an insidious foe . . . whose success augurs as much disaster to your country as the ravages of bloody battles could entail." The Republican party, the Tribune argued, was the "natural home and rally point of the Union soldier. Never, since the rough edge of battle joined in 1861 were loyalty and honor more justly appealed to than now." And, this editorial concluded: "Your own interest, the interest of your immediate families and friends . . . all demand at this crisis the decided triumph of the Republican party at the polls. You were true to the Republic in the past, comrades, you will be true to her now."(% election result. The National Tribune declared, "Never since the war were the veterans so thoroughly united . . . on one side of a political question."(& There were a number of significant reasons McKinley won the watershed election of 1896: the GOP's superior financial and organizational resources, a weak and divided Democratic party, a slight recovery in the prices of agricultural goods just prior to election, and the reluctance of urban workers to gamble on the free-silver monetary policies of Bryan. Among the many factors contributing to McKinley's success, however, was the campaign of memory waged by the GOP against its Democratic opponent. By firmly linking the Republican party to the values of "stability, nationalism, business prosperity and law and order," the McKinley campaign's deployment of the memory of secession helped create the formula which, in the words of one scholar, would allow the GOP to "dominate national politics for more than thirty years."(* In the early 1890s the Democratic party seemed on the verge of gaining control of U.S. national politics. The Depression of 1893 halted this brief Democratic ascendancy, and the election of 1896 hammered the final nail in its coffin. The election of McKinley, in addition, essentially ended the Populist insurgency, a movement which one scholar has called "nothing less than the last significant American challenge to industrial capitalism as a system of social, economic and political power."(( After 1896 the GOP regained its position as the "dominant voice of industrial, middle class America," and maintained effective control of national politics for a generation.!)) A central component of the victorious 1896 Republican presidential campaign strategy was the selective retrieval and mass distribution of, in Archbishop Ireland's words, public memory of the "secession of 1861." In 1896, a new generation of Republican political leadership offered the nation a restructured remembrance of the Civil War. In addition to continuing the process of disengaging the party as the guarantor of the political and civil rights of African Americans, this restructured memory solidified the party's commitment to the country's industrial-capitalist order, stigmatized political critiques of class and class inequality as unpatriotic, and intensified a bellicose conception of a nation-state united along sectional and class lines just at the moment the United States stood ready to enter as an aggressive player on the world stage.
